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ANDREW MELLAS
The University of Sydney

MANIC EROTICISM AND SEXUAL MELANCHOLIA:
ROMOS PHILYRAS AND THE AESTHETICS

OF MADNESS

I

Romos Philyras appears early in the twentieth century as one of Greece’s most promising
and yet most tragic poets. In the shadow of Kostes Palamas, the preeminent figure of the era,
Philyras develops as a poet whose writing exhibits a marked aloofness from – if not
indifference to – his surrounding social climate, preferring an idealism permeated by nature
and erotic passion. The fantastical becomes for him a semantic space and, indeed, a type of
refuge. Georgios Phteres characterised him as a “Don Quixote with a Pegasus”, a “Don Juan
of the erotic vision. . . a tragically sensual man who is never satisfied”.1 Kostas Varnales
considered Philyras to be one of the greatest lyrical poets of modern Greece following
Solomos. He also was thought to be, thought of himself as – and certainly was – mad.

In 1929 a succession of articles, written by Philyras as journal entries of his life in the
mental ward, are published in the newspaper Kathemerine. Together, under the title: H Zwhv

mou sto Dromokai?teio, they constitute the poet’s own narrativised history of his madness.
Philyras is by no means the first to have left an apologia or diary of his madness: numerous
testaments by insane people have been recently collected in Dale Peterson’s A Mad People’s
History of Madness.2 However, the majority of the accounts collected in this anthology come
across as howls of protest; Philyras’ does not.3 Nor does it appear as a document of self-
vindication.4 It is rather a spiritual and metaphysical autobiography that communicates the
poet’s death, his cosmic funeral and subsequent restitution.

Philyras sees his arrival at the Dromokaiteion as akin to reaching the doorsteps of Hades.
His fellow inmates appear to be leading a posthumous existence – they are already dead and
yet ‘undead’. His new environment is depicted as if it were some mythological underworld.
The nurses with their very eyes exercise a gaze equivalent to an autopsy on the poet and the
doctors appear as white-winged angels who will judge to which purgatorial sphere or to
which hell he is to be appointed. The words of an ancient Gnostic text describe this universe
with an eerie relevance to Philyras’ plight: “. . . the body is ‘the dark prison, the living death,
the sense-endowed corpse, the grave thou bearest about with thee, the grave which thou
carriest around with thee, the thievish companion who hateth thee in loving thee, and envieth
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thee in hating thee.’” 5 Philyras has emotionally disconnected himself from the rest of the
world in such a complete way that all sense of empathy and social matrix has been abandoned
in favor of an utterly subjective realm. 

A somber transformation begins as the poet enters the asylum – he is baptised anew and
yet the imagery is not one of immersion in any liquid:

;Otan mphvka sto Dromokai?teion thn prwvth bradiav, aisqavnqhka amevsw~. . . thn
plhvxh me ta mauvra th~ fterav na me skepavzei olovklhro, suvgkormo kai suvmyuco.6

The process, however, is still incomplete because, as the poet confesses, despite his insan-
ity he nonetheless maintains a semblance of reason and this belittles him. His ardent wish is
to surrender himself completely to madness, to flee the supposed sanctuary of sanity and to
experiment with a new realm of existence. Madness becomes a desperate expression of
Philyras’ radical need to escape the normalising bonds of society and to deconstruct the
alienating structures that have hitherto dictated his existence. Alluding to madness in the
middle of a discourse on orgasmic politics, David Cooper astutely observes that madness is
“a renewal of oneself in a way that breaks all the obsessive rules . . . a deconstitution of oneself
with the implicit promise of a return to a more fully realised world.”7

For Philyras, madness does not endeavor to destroy all external realities, rather, it seeks to
re-order them. His fascination with death and descending into the underworld discloses the
theme implicit: Philyras is experiencing himself in exile, in a state of existential wandering.
Unlike Sylvia Plath’s poetry, which is inhabited by symbols and gods of death, Philyras does
not present us with a myth of primordial atavism; his is a descent into the self with the hope
of imaginative re-creation and not a paradigm of anarchy and destruction.8 It is the dissolu-
tion of the Lacanian subject, its utter differentiation from the Other and the re-articulation of
subjectivity not through the other and via language, but through an autonomous subject.9

Madness becomes a descent into the regions of the ego, the ascending of a differentiated
order of reality whereby the subject craves not dialogue, not interaction with the golden
lights of Athens twinkling on the distant horizon, but the freedom of being able to speak
with one’s self: ÆoJ trelov~ devn xevrei, devn ajkouvei, devn blevpei parav movnon tovn eJautovn touÆ.

“Madness . . . is the moment of pure subjectivity.”10 The language of madness, delirium
and monologue is nothing more than language’s disassociation from the oppressive
structures of rationalising dialogue and the social paradigm of familial configurations. It is a
movement away from the framework of ‘familialism’ and towards an autonomous existence.11

Philyras’ wish for nonbeing is a desire to rescind the social contract that signifies his consent
to participate in a community, in a world of communal relationships. One does not require
psychiatric attention for illusory experiences as these have shared histories that have uncon-
sciously been validated by common historical experience but delusions are another matter
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entirely; delusions are bereft of any existential essence within societal parameters: “Locked
into internal words that completely remove them from the consensual processes of civil
society (the reality of consensually validated illusions), the self has no opportunity for shared
forms of relatedness.”12 In what is a characteristic example of Philyras’ self-awareness, he
touches on this very theme in the early pages of his autobiography: 

Æ {O,ti carakthrivzei thvn trevla ei`nai e{na~ ajpovluto~ kaiv ajqw`o~ ejgwismov~ pouv
aijcmalwtivzei ajdievxoda thn yuchv mevsa eij~ tovn i[liggon tw`n uJpokeimenikwvn
paraisqhvsewvn th~.13

For Philyras, it is not dreams that are structured like the unconscious but language itself:
“ \W qei`oi, monadikoiv monovlogoi, ntelivria, povnoi kaiv kagcasmoi; tw`n ajneuquvnwn”14,
exclaims the poet with such a spirit of amazement that one might be forgiven for thinking
that Philyras is beholding a constellation of stars. The madness expressed in Philyras’ poetic
language is unruly. The measured proportion and the seriousness of order which are the
characteristics of the social sphere no longer hold any power. The outside world’s mission to
subordinate everything to a regime of reason and familial structures is subverted. We exist
and function within the context of a language that is our own invention but which, at the
same time, controls us – whereas Philyras is master and overlord of his language. 

Philyras’ is a language of irreconcilability; it is the refusal of submission to any preexisting
scheme of logic for it does not fear its exclusion from the collective consciousness of society
and the history of reason but seeks self-identification. Indeed, logic, if anything, is a stifling
factor in terms of his language and self: “Kaloproaivretoi giatroiv mou”, he exclaims, “a[n

ejpimevnete nav mev giatrevyete ajpov kavti, giatrevyte me ajpov thv logikhv”.15 The absence of logic
implies the annulment of all the alienated forms of existence that have been imposed on the
poet. And yet, his language does not result in the destruction of reason – madness is never
opposed to reason, instead, it takes reason to its limits and beyond. Philyras seeks to return to
a point of undifferentiated unity where madness and reason have not yet become mutually
exclusive but are still entwined in an inscrutable union. His declaration: “ jEkei`, pouv

megalephvbolo~ quvella muka`tai, galhneuvei kateunasmevno~ oJ pounevnth~” 16 suggests that in
madness equilibrium is subtly established, but it masks that equilibrium beneath the illusion
of disorder.

It does not follow logically that a person would, as Philyras did, adopt self-incarceration
in a mental asylum as a positive life choice. The only possible rational explanation for his
going to the Dromokaiteion is to be cured of his lunacy and yet, he does not want to be healed
of any ailment; he does not perceive insanity to be a disease: “Nav ma`~ giatrevyoun! Prw`ton

pouv devn ei\nai tovso eu[kolon. Kaiv e[peita ei\nai ajparaivthto. . .” 17 Curing madness entails a
real effort to find an attachment to a sense of place and an active participation in the public
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world of intersubjectivity.18 Yet such a plan of action would negate all that the inhabitants of
the mental asylum have struggled so hard to accomplish. Philyras has entered this other
world of the Dromokaiteion in order to cast off the illusion of autonomy, the false sanity that
the womb of society bestows on us gradually through the institutions we identify with
during maturation – institutions that trick us with the lure of counterfeit values and manu-
factured attitudes. According to R. D. Laing, madness is creative and, far from being a disease,
it is a source of healing.19

The romanticisation of madness has no place in modern society and certainly the medieval
conception of madness as a different form of being and knowing is categorically incompatible
with the modern domination of Reason and familial social structures of integration.20 Perhaps
that is the significance of the thoughts so often expressed in Philyras’ early poems – thoughts
of transcending reality, of escaping this tangible existence and acquiring a disembodied
freedom. The longing for an incorporeal state of being is an expression of a desire to divest
oneself of the internalised forces of ‘otherness’ and the subsequent restructuring of a less
alienated ontology. 21 In Lacanian terminology, the subject becomes the Other – it does not
merely borrow its identity from it – and the result is a reappropriation of the ‘Symbolic
Order’.22 Not unlike Hamlet, Philyras has entered into the adventure of desire but is not
playing by the rules; instead of honouring Lacan’s chief doctrine – desire is always a desire for
the Other – he deliberately loses the way of his desire and embarks on a quest of individual
subjectivity. 23 Philyras desires desire.

Throughout his autobiographical confession we consistently observe that Philyras feels
naked and insignificant before the mental patients. His poetry means nothing, his prior social
status does not become a shield to protect and comfort him and he truly feels inadequate and
humbled before the superior grandeur of the others.24 The idea that madness endows a human
being with powers of extraordinary perception is not a revolutionary one. It goes back all the
way to ancient Greece where it was regarded as holy, as the touch of the gods. Plato’s dramatic
descriptions of prophetic and inspired madness are most illustrative: “Whoever comes to the
doors of poetry without the madness of the muses, persuaded that he will be a good enough
poet through skill, is himself unfulfilled, and the sane man’s poetry is eclipsed by that of the
sane”.25

By the time of Hippocrates’ treatise The Sacred Disease, most bodily illnesses were easily
explainable in terms of material events or fluidic imbalances in the body, however madness
and other cases of abnormal behavior were still regarded as a result of divine activity or even
alien possession.26 It was not until the Hippocratic rationalism of the majority of the passages
in the Corpus Hippocraticum – where a slightly variant phrase (“disease called sacred”) is
employed – that a physiological rather than supernatural origin of epilepsy was propounded.27

Nevertheless, Hippocrates’ school of thought was intriguingly the minority on the issue
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which points to a commonly held perception of the sacredness of madness whereas, over
twenty centuries later, the discourse of reason has dispelled any such reverence for those who
are mad. 

II

The Age of Reason was a catastrophe for the insane who were customarily chained and sub-
jected to any number of monstrous torments. Madmen stood as the antithesis of bourgeois
values and undermined authority and so in order to punish this sin of idleness and to exile this
form of social uselessness, the practice of confinement became the ethical model of
authoritarianism which founded “the myth of social happiness”.28 Hence the mad supplanted
lepers – who validated the order of things by negating it – as societal scapegoats. No longer
could rational society rely on the ancient gods who evolved out of mankind’s projection of their
struggle to control restless passions and unexpected impulses. When myths become devices of
self-fulfillment it is a retrogression in the eyes of rationalising discourse. Madness becomes a
“glorified scandal”29 a spectacle that is beheld by society in order to appease its own irrational
drives. Ironically, it is Philyras who has become the common object of contempt in the society
of lunatics in which he is seeking citizenship: “Ei\mai oJ ajpodiopompai`o~, tov provbato tov

ajpolwlov~, tov ajntikeivmeno th`~ pagkoivnou perifronhvsew~. . .” 30

The threat madness poses to the discourse of reason entails the erection of a wall between
those who are deemed insane and the rest of humanity. The result is an enforced segregation in
order to deal with a realm extending beyond the limits that the veiled dictatorship of Reason
can impose on human beings; madness is a territory that escapes the control of the political
status quo. Madness as a disease becomes an invention we “choose to conjure up. . . in order to
evade a certain moment of our own existence – the moment of disturbance, of penetrating
vision into the depths of ourselves, that we prefer to externalise into others”.31 Psychiatry
becomes a reduction of the infinite spectrum of human behavior into logically arranged models
of illness thus presupposing the requirement of conformity for the proper functioning of the
civil system. 

Philyras heroically – or, one might say, anti-heroically – resolves to no longer lead a life of
quiet desperation amongst the shadows cast by the landmarks of civilisation. Realising it is a
fool’s prerogative to utter truths no one else would dare speak, his vision becomes that of a
prophetic frenzy exemplified in Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan”; his deviant behaviour is of the
kind which repels and yet fascinates mankind, a behaviour Dostoevsky and Kafka so
memorably encapsulated in their novels; and in the tradition of Shakespeare’s fools – Falstaff
and Feste immediately come to mind – “he stands center stage as the guardian of truth”,
unafraid to remove mankind’s garments of reason and disrobe the folly within.32
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At the end of his monumental history of madness, Foucault makes the bold statement
that “[t]here is no madness except as the final instant of the work of art; where there is a work of
art, there is no madness”.33 To adequately reply to this assertion, we need a wider context. Is
madness truly a break with the sphere of art? Does madness result in a poetry of ‘discon-
nectedness’? Foucault’s fundamental problem as a historian is finding a language – a language
other than reason which subdues and tames madness, or science which objectifies it and thus
precludes the possibility of dialogue – which permits madness a voice. In the preface of the
original edition Foucault makes an important pledge:

The language of psychiatry, which is a monologue of reason about madness, could only be
founded on such a silence. I did not want to write the history of that language but rather the
archaeology of that silence.

. . . The object, that is, is to write not a history of knowledge, but the rudimentary movements
of an experience. A history, not of psychiatry, but of madness itself, before it has been captured by
knowledge.34

How can Foucault speak about the language of madness when it speaks of its own accord?
Foucault’s task is a paradox from the outset. The difficulty of seeking to evoke the silence of
madness and the problems such an endeavour entails resulted in an interesting exchange
between Derrida and Foucault. Rather than presenting madness as the radically unthinkable
Other of reason, Derrida seeks to turn it into one of any number of cases of sensory error: 

But first of all, is there a history of silence? Further, is not an archaeology, even of silence, a logic,
that is, an organised language, a project, an order, a sentence, a syntax, a work? Would not the
archaeology of silence be the most efficacious and subtle restoration, the repetition, in the most
irreducibly ambiguous meaning of the word, of the act perpetrated against madness – and be so at
the very moment when this act is denounced? 35

Derrida’s principal criticism is that in attempting to write the history of the dialectic of
reason and madness, of how this hitherto unity was rendered asunder, Foucault’s gamble
could easily perpetuate the division and thus inadvertently insert itself into this determinate
relation. The only other option, however, is to “hypostatise ‘madness’ as an indeterminate
conceptual absolute, something like ‘negativity,’ and so make impossible, precisely, a history of
madness”.36

A point where one would be inclined to think that Foucault, Derrida and Philyras con-
verge is the idea that poetry – and all literature for that matter – becomes a type of common
ground, an intersection of delirium and reason, of madness and thought. Madness has an
existence not only in a clinical and psychiatrically compartmentalised form but, more
intriguingly, inside of literature. Derrida makes the perspicacious observation that literature
achieves an essential displacement of madness metonymically, metaphorically, allusively: “I
mean that the silence of madness is not said, cannot be said in the logos of this book, but is
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indirectly, metaphorically, made present by its pathos”.37 Philyras’ writing is precisely this; a
creative rearrangement of semantics, a reconfiguration of logic and a reappraisal of reality:

jAllav tiv noiavzei tov pouliv hJ mpovra, o{tan xevrei pwv~ e[cei fterav kaiv mporei` nav
petavxei~. Ctupa` hJ moivra savn katapevlth~ ajllav wJstovso ejpavnw ajpov tav suntrivmia pouv
swriavzei oJ calasmov~, qei`o ajhdovni oJ poihthv~ kelahdei` tiv~ camevne~ ejlpivde~, touv~
ajneivpwtou~ kahmouv~ pouv devn ei\dan tov fw`~, eijduvllia droserav kaiv nostalgikav pouv
devn phvrane savrka, eu[cume~, qermev~ kaiv wJrai`e~ stigmev~ pouv potev devn tiv~ e[zhse.38

Philyras’ vision, his position within the dialectic of madness and literature is not summed
up by what he says per se, but the place from which he says it. 

In the Dromokaiteion reason and life are not negated, indeed the converse holds true – the
mad appear to suffer from an excess of life and reason imparts an unexplored freedom:

“ jEdw` toulavciston ginovmaste kaiv qeoivÉ plavqei hJ fantasiva ma~ kosmogonive~ kaiv
savn keraunoiv scivzoun tov diavsthma oiJ ejgkefalikev~ sumpievsei~ pouv uJpobavlloun thvn
suntevleia, thvn deuvterh parousiva. jEdw` ajgapou`me – ajlivmono – piovtero thv zwhv.” 39

Madness does not cast a murky cloud over the intellect; it endows it with abundant
lucidity. Indeed, madness also becomes an excess of remembrance for Philyras. His auto-
biography is a memory without a referent, a memory not so much of what is external – an
event or a factual detail – but of what is internal: desires, emotions and an restless imagi-
nation.40 All that he sees is filtered through the unfathomable depths of his soul and thus
what he presents us with is a re-imagining of events. Madness does not engender delusion or
bewilderment but circumvents the obsessional rules of social routine and allows Philyras to
die and be reborn with the inferred promise of a more fully realised world: 

“ JH yuchv mou xananqivzei savn a[nqo~ sev maramevno kladiv. . . Tiv shmasiva e[cei tov
shvmera kaiv tov au[rio, o{tan mporou`me nav zou`me ajkovmh tov o[neiro, kaiv geuqou`me savn
a[llote thvn iJerhv sugkivnhsh th`~ stigmh`~”.41

Philyras’ madness becomes the illusion that something can be recovered from time, a
belief in the likelihood of eternity. The passing of time and the threat of melancholy teaches
us to savour all the more the ephemeral joys and fleeting beauty. 

Whereas the political world – in the wider sense of the word polis – is a collaborative
universe of associations and relationships, we see the world of the Dromokaiteion is anything
but this paradigm. A vast array of specters, phantoms and demons invoke an entropic pull on
the patients. Their delusions become tantamount to the insidious song of the Sirens which
disguises its madness with seductive sounds. The structure, then, of the asylum is one of indi-
viduals who have been seduced by subjectivity, a gathering of autonomous beings who are
unable to reach beyond their inner worlds and forge relations of trust amongst each other:
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{Ole~ oiJ ejfialtikev~ morfev~ pouv ojneireuvqh hJ ajnqrwvpinh fantasiva, o{la tav
teratwvdh scediagravmmata tou` aujtoscediasmou` tuflav kaiv yhlafhtav, hJ zwhv,
protou` kuriarchvsei hJ aJrmoniva, saleuvoun kaiv ajnadeuvontai stov skotavdi.42

It is into this vast darkness of spiritual entities and spectral beings, of phantom-like sub-
stances of imposture and parody that each of the inhabitants of the Dromokaiteion tap into and
begin to siphon their respective worlds. Psychosis destroys moral and linguistic connections,
projecting its own form of knowledge and hence massacres the intersubjective and historical
self, transforming human existence into a grotesque play involving inanimate, non-human
figures.43 

That is why Philyras is unable to communicate with anyone else in the asylum and why
their worlds cannot be accessed by him. Vicarious introspection is an impossibility in such an
empathy-absent environment. And so we have a man who believes he is a billionaire, a
Padishah who believes he owns a harem in which there are thirteen thousand odalisques, and
a zealot who believes he is receiving phosphorescent letters – scrunched up old pieces of
paper – from God. The self becomes a multitude; an identity shattered and fragmented:
“Giativ hJ zwhv mou devn h\tan miva. Kaneiv~ devn xevrei tiv e[kane oJ Rw`mo~ monacov~ tou. j Ekei` e[xw

e[niwsa giav prwvth forav nav givnomai o[rganon kaiv qu`ma paraisqhvsewn.” 44 In madness you
construct your own universe and, being the omnipotent creator that you are, in it, you make
yourself disappear and appear as you please:

The problem actually seems to be that rather than “seeing what isn’t there” the organism
is seeing what is there – but no one else does, hence no semantic sign exists to depict the
entity and therefore the organism cannot continue an empathic relationship with the mem-
bers of his society.45

Philyras’ life experience becomes nothing more than a series of unshared realities. The
communal world and its accoutrements are done away with and, divested of empathic con-
nections, Philyras clothes himself with loneliness and invites a vast silence to dwell between
himself and others.

III

Another mad writer, Friedrich Hölderlin was described by Maurice Blanchot as possessing a
madness which was mysterious because it achieved its greatest simplicity and clarity in its
deepest insanity. Similarly, Philyras’ language is enriched by his madness insofar as it takes on
a fluidity: it flows in multiple directions and becomes ceaselessly restless. What we see unfold
before us is a frenzy of language that is rampant in its purest forces. Again, it is not a language
that is incoherent or unintelligible; for reason knows only too well how to compose and
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arrange things in reverse order. The poet is not playing with disorder; he is revealing to us a
language that has not yet passed through the filter of rationality:

Gdunovsouna. Kleistav tav paravqurav sou, hJ grivllia kaiv oJ rovz oJ mpertev~.
Kaiv ejgdunovsouna. Ki ejfterouvgizan guvrw sou ciliavde~ e[rwte~ mev mikrav fterav

kaiv e[blepa pevtala rovdwn nav skorpiou`ntai stav leukav sou sentovnia kaiv tovn
eJautov mou ajnavpoda stov proskevfalov sou nav metrw` tav scevdia w{spou nav rqei~.
\Hrqe~ A~ paivxei hJ mousikhv tov ejmbathvrion tw`n megavlwn ejmpneuvsewn, aj~
ajnakrouvsei tov mi`so~ aujtw`n pouv mevnoun ajpæ e[xw.

Kaiv ejgdunovsouna. Kaiv a[rcise guvrw oJ corov~ tw`n ejpivplwn. Kaiv oJ kaqrevpth~,
ejrasthv~ th`~ ntoulavpa~, crovnia kollhmevno~ maziv th~, ejmilou`se sthvn yilovlignh
sifonievra, ki aujthv, mev tov stovma th~ tov ejpavnw surtavri th~ ajnoictov, e[caske. Kai hJ
kounopievra kumatisthv e[kane uJpoklivsei~ stov skamnavki th`~ toualevta~ kaiv hJ
toualevta e[feuge, glustrou`se, ejkrubovntane, ejguvrize pivsw mequsmevnh ajpov thvn
tzavz tw`n sarakiw`n.

\W. . . jA~ stamathvsei oJ corov~ tw`n epivplwn. jA~ gonativsoun o{la stov pevrasma tou`
teleutaivou JEnov~. Kaqrevpth~, toualevte~, krebavtia a[~ gonativsoun. Pernavei tw`n
ejpivplwn oJ Basileuv~.46

In the passage, Philyras’ voice is set free from ordinary patterns of speech and con-
ventional forms of meaning. There is an utter interchangeability of ideas; objectivity is absent
and subjectivity reigns supreme. As David Cooper perspicaciously remarks: “Madness exists
as the delusion that consists in really uttering an unsayable truth in an unspeakable
situation”.47 There is in the excerpt a constant image of someone undressing. Who is undress-
ing? It is Philyras himself. He is gradually letting go of any control he exerts over his lan-
guage and yet it never becomes out of control, so to speak. His words are dancing in the
midst of enunciation and act until the moment is achieved where the madness in his lan-
guage becomes pure act.48 A man can always be mad but thought, by definition, is the accom-
plishment of reason and therefore is denied access to the language of madness: “Madness is
the dream of an imagination overwrought in solitude”.49 

Philyras professes to being the ‘King of the Furniture’ and it is here, in the poets’ seemingly
laughable aesthetics of furniture, that a statement by Cooper begins to ring true: “All madmen
are political dissidents. Each of our madnesses is political dissidence”.50 The madman is obliged to enter
the field of reason after having paid the toll of anonymity; it is only when one disguises their
folly with the mask of obscurity that the political safeguards of a society will relent. Buying
furniture attests to adhering to an unwritten social contract; consenting to live in a politically
governed zone and therefore abide by its precepts. What is furniture if not illustrative of a
politics of ordered neatness, the most basic vestments of civilisation, the historically-validated
building-blocks of decorous society. Furniture is indicative of a public space bringing people
together and thus engendering common meanings. In Philyras’ delirium, however, furniture is
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transplanted into a space of absence, a space entirely devoid not of meaning but bereft of
sociopolitically-orientated meaning; Philyras ‘re-animates’ furniture into a politics of the self. 

Whenever we arrange furniture we unconsciously – or perhaps consciously – comply with
certain implicit rules. Tables go with chairs, the fridge belongs in the kitchen, the lamps are
usually in the bedroom and so on and so forth. When we invite friends over this configuration
can easily become disordered and so, after they leave, we promptly return things to their
‘proper place’. Posing the question of why the new arrangement of household objects is not
satisfactory can elicit a number of responses. Yet it is inevitable that a majority of answers will
be demonstrative of the notion that furniture and the relation of each piece of furniture to
another represents our arrangement of the world we inhabit: “Rooms and their furnishings,
like language and our concepts, are things we live amongst. They change with time, need,
desire and whim. They both reflect and shape our beliefs and desires”.51 By re-arranging the
furniture, Philyras disrupts the order imposed on them, destabilises and revokes the funda-
mental assumptions of civilisation; Philyras is not simply re-arranging household items – he
re-arranges language, he re-animates reality itself.52

The poet casts off his cloak of alienation – that is, the alienated structures of existence –
and moves towards autonomy. This is how he relates his cosmic funeral:

Ki ejgdunovsouna. Kaiv ejforou`se~ ejsuv ajracnou?fanto nuctikov ki ejgwv ajp je[xw tav
savbanav mou. JH kavmarav sou eujgenikiav, caritwmevnh, mikrhv, ajrwmatikhv ki ajp je[xw
ajpevranto~ mau`ro~ oJ drovmo~. Twvra kavtse ejsuv kaiv koimhvsou, ejgwv trabw`. JH
mousikhv aj~ prohghqeiv. [Agnwstoi kovsmoi, peqamevnoi ajstevre~, planhvte~ mev crusev~
oujrev~, a[~ mpou`n mprostav.

JO galaxiva~ a[~ ajkolouqei` sav crushv diadhvlwsh. [Epeita aj~ paratacqou`n tav
eJxaptevruga tw`n ejrwvtwn. [Epeita oJ i{ppo~ mou oJ polemikov~.

Kaiv e[peita ejgwv, nekrov~.53

Philyras’ mythical death achieves a resymbolisation of his experience. Delirium becomes
the ultimate and indeed consummate signifier in his madness insofar as it assumes the role of
an organising principle. Language is the proverbial alpha and omega of madness and madness
the fulfillment of language: “Delirium is the dream of waking persons”.54

IV

Philyras’ manic eroticism, his sexual melancholia, in short, his madness is manifested in his
language. Fluid, capricious and untainted by the filter of rationalism, his language is an
undiluted outpouring of his poetic soul. Philyras rejected out of hand the ideal of poetic
perfection, feeling that an unyielding revisionism is akin to raping a poem and stealing its
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magical innocence. His writing constitutes an event of pure subjectivity, an action that
heroically defies the oppressive, rationalising structures and paradigms of society. That is why
it is in his later poetry and, most astonishingly, in his writings while in the Dromokaiteion,
where his madness is fully realised, that we witness the crystallisation of his poetic vision.

The poet’s madness unsettles the decisions language has made for us, he alters the pre-
existing common codes of communication that are imposed on us from without because he
yearns for the freedom to speak. It is this precisely that his madness achieves: the translation
of language into a configuration of pure subjectivity. This is the significance behind his
animation and re-arrangement of the furniture in his delirium. The pressure of reality was
invariably the determining factor in the artistic character of our poet. And it is this pressure
that awakened within Philyras the deepening need for words to express his feelings, the
synapses of his soul. It is his desire for expression that made him search out the sound and
power of a language he was given and, inevitably, re-created:

It is not an artifice that the mind has added to human nature. The mind has added
nothing to human nature. It is a violence from within that protects us from a violence
without. It is the imagination pressing back against the pressure of reality. It seems, in the last
analysis, to have something to do with our self-preservation; and that, no doubt, is why the
expression of it, the sound of its words, helps us to live.55

[Etsi kaiv mev~ stav sthvqeia mou sav Givgante~ paleuvoun
hJ flovga mev thv skevyh mou sev qliberov skopov
ki wjimev devn xevrw tiv e[coune, devn xevrw tiv gureuvoun.
Nav mev suntrivyoune qevloune, devn xevrw kaiv ponw`.56
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